Mathematics –
White Rose





Number – place value. How many
tens and how many ones in a given
number. Counting backwards and
forwards, writing numbers to 20 in
numerals and words.
Number – addition and
subtraction. Add by making 10,
subtract crossing 10.
Shape - Children will recall names
of 2D and 3D shapes explore these
further by sorting them and creating
patterns with them. (Continuation
from term 2)

Reading

Science

I wonder what my friends
like to read?

I wonder where
different animals
live?





Continuation of ‘Book
Banter’ where children have
the chance to talk about and
discuss their favourite stories
and what they love to read.
Guided reading unit based on
‘The Way Back Home’

PSHE

English


The children will create
information posters based on the
Wright brothers.
Linking to habitats in Science, the
children will create their own
animal fact file.
Explore rhyming words.

The children will learn
about animals and their
habitats. Trips to Forest
School will focus on
microhabitats.



Materials and their
properties – the children
will carry out an
investigation to explore
floating and sinking.

Key Skills to be Covered:



I wonder how I can look after
my well-being?







Segmenting to write words.
Further consolidation of sentence
structure.
Continuing Phase 5 sounds.




The children will have circle time
discussions and practise different
ways to meditate.
We will explore gratitude and how
this impacts on our well-being.
Each child will make their own
positive affirmation.

Art
I wonder how to make
different animal patterns?

History
I wonder what explorers did in the past?




Timeline focus for key historic space events.
Significant individuals in history: Neil Armstrong,
Christopher Columbus, The Wright Brothers
Modern day explorer: David Attenborough

Year 1
Term 3
‘Explorers’





What
learning
has
stuck
with
you?

Children to use a range of
techniques to create different
patterns, textures and lines.
Artist study Henri Rousseau’s ‘Tiger
in the Jungle.’

I wonder where people
have explored?

P.E.
Religious
Education
I wonder who
celebrates Passover
and Eid?
Children to explore how and
why people of the Jewish faith
celebrate Passover and
Muslims celebrate Eid.

Sparkling Start


KIC Theatre – Space



Trip to the Gulbenkian
Theatre: ‘Hibernation’
Chinese New Year Day

Marvellous Middle


Fabulous Finish


DT day: Construction of your
favourite method of travelling
– A boat like Christopher
Columbus? A plane like the
Wright brothers? Or even a hot
air balloon?

Geography
I wonder where different
animals live around the
world?

The children will learn about the
seven continents.

I wonder how animals move?
Gymnastics – children will learn to travel
safely in different ways: bounce, hop,
hopscotch.
They learn to jump safely on to the ground
from equipment.
They will put contrasting movements
together to form a sequence.

D&T




Christopher
Columbus boat
building.
Cooking (explorer
snacks and Chinese
New Year)
Making rockets

ICT

MFL

Children to focus on e-safety and the
importance of not sharing personal
information.

Animales!
Spanish animals

